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*English:- :- Paste some pictures of person, place, animal and thing on a half chart paper and 

write the names below them.  

 

 

 

    

 

 

*Hindi:- :-    
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*Mathematics:- :-  Make your own ladybug with 20 dots. (Refer to page no. 12 of your Content   

book Vol. 1). Take a cardboard, cut it into a circle and colour it RED. Draw a black line through 

the centre. Put 20 black spots on the cardboard circle. Make the head and antennae with black 

paper cutting.  

 

   

 

 

*Evs:- Paste pictures of your parents and your grandparents in a chart paper. Write the names 

of your parents and your grandparents below their pictures.

   

  

                

  

*ICT:-  In a half chart paper paste the pictures of different types of computer and write 5 uses of 

 a computer. 
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Paste some pictures of person, place, animal and thing on a half chart paper and 
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Make your own ladybug with 20 dots. (Refer to page no. 12 of your Content   

book Vol. 1). Take a cardboard, cut it into a circle and colour it RED. Draw a black line through 

on the cardboard circle. Make the head and antennae with black 

Paste pictures of your parents and your grandparents in a chart paper. Write the names 

of your parents and your grandparents below their pictures. 

       

In a half chart paper paste the pictures of different types of computer and write 5 uses of 

Paste some pictures of person, place, animal and thing on a half chart paper and 
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Make your own ladybug with 20 dots. (Refer to page no. 12 of your Content   

book Vol. 1). Take a cardboard, cut it into a circle and colour it RED. Draw a black line through 

on the cardboard circle. Make the head and antennae with black 

Paste pictures of your parents and your grandparents in a chart paper. Write the names  

   

In a half chart paper paste the pictures of different types of computer and write 5 uses of  


